
Terms and Conditions for Guest Hosts on the Barter Black® Podcast

Welcome to the Barter Black® Podcast, a platform dedicated to amplifying the voices of
Black entrepreneurs and creators. We're excited to have you as a guest host, sharing
your unique story, insights, and expertise with our engaged audience. Before we dive
into the details, please remember that this podcast is for us, by us, and we're all about
supporting and uplifting each other in the world of Black entrepreneurship.

Hosting Options:
● Host Your Hustle: As a guest host, you have the opportunity to take the lead and

host your own show, sharing your journey, insights, and experiences in the world
of Black entrepreneurship.

● Spotlight Session: Alternatively, if you prefer to be interviewed, our Founder &
CEO, Nicole Murphy, will shine the spotlight on you, discussing your
achievements, challenges, and visions.

Terms and Conditions:
● Show and Topic Approval: All show ideas and topics must be approved by the

Barter Black® team.
● Cancellation Policy: Cancellations should be made at least 14 days before the

scheduled episode. Rescheduling is allowed but limited to one time.
● No Refunds: Please note that there will be no refunds for canceled episodes.
● Respectful Conduct: As a guest host, you agree to maintain respectful conduct

throughout the episode.
● No Guests: Guest hosts are not allowed to have additional guests on their

episodes.
● Episode Duration: Podcast episodes should be no less than 20 minutes and no

more than 1 hour in length.
● Technical Details: A StreamYard link will be provided for the podcast recording.

Guest hosts are not allowed to change any settings, overlays, or intro/outro
segments.

● Responsible Content Creation: All shows hosted on the Barter Black® Podcast
platform must adhere to responsible and respectful content creation. Content
that spreads false information, promotes hate, or goes against our community
guidelines will not be tolerated. Hosts are responsible for ensuring the accuracy
of the information they present on their shows. Fact-checking is encouraged to
maintain the integrity of our platform.

● Show Submission Approval: Each show submission will be subject to approval
based on the information provided during the booking process. This includes
show description, topic, and host credentials. Barter Black® Podcast reserves
the right to reject any show that does not align with our community values and
guidelines. A refund will be provided if your episode is rejected.

● Host Frequency: Guest hosts are allowed to host an episode once per quarter.



● No-Show Policy: If a host fails to appear for their scheduled show without prior
notice, they will not be allowed to host again on the Barter Black® Podcast
platform and there will be no refund given.

● Affiliate Links: If you're an invested Barter Black® member, your affiliate link will
be included in your episode so you can receive credit for those who join Barter
Black® due to your episode.

● Shownotes Approval: Guest hosts should approve their show notes at least 2
weeks before the scheduled episode.

● Intro and Outro Script: An intro and outro script will be provided for each episode
to ensure consistency and include essential information. Guest hosts are
required to incorporate these scripts while adding their unique touch to
personalize the episode. View Scripts.

Distribution:
Episodes will be live on various platforms, including Barter Black®'s YouTube channel,
Facebook page, LinkedIn page, the Black Entrepreneurs Barter Facebook community
and more.

Episode Schedule:
Episodes are scheduled every Tuesday at 7 PM EST.

Promotion Agreement:
Guest hosts agree to promote their episode on social media at least 3 times, including a
link to any of our platforms where the episode can be watched. Preferably Youtube:
https://youtube.com/@barterblack.

By participating in the Barter Black® Podcast as a guest host, you're contributing to the
growth and success of the Black business community and inspiring future generations
of Black entrepreneurs.

Let's make this podcast a vibrant hub for sharing knowledge, experiences, and
inspiration in the world of Black entrepreneurship! If you're ready to join us, please visit
our website Barter Black Podcast Booking and follow the simple steps to sign up as a
host. We can't wait to have you on board!

The Barter Black® Podcast: Where your voice matters, your story inspires, and your
success paves the way for future generations of Black entrepreneurs.

The Barter Black® Team

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UMLLlJT9G_z3bjaXwLk_Cn2_i30L0WzL/view?usp=sharing
https://youtube.com/@barterblack?fbclid=IwAR1pnFHBsJZnuoguWv4YDNW8Kf3EFsmun1XrgtzuJDkvtt5NOfLiCjPoGGk
https://www.barterblack.io/barter-black-podcast-host
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